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Preview of LSAG’s Conclusions

• “We conclude by reiterating the conclusion
of the LHC Safety Group in 2003: there is
no basis for any conceivable threat from the
LHC. Indeed, theoretical and experimental
developments since 2003 have reinforced
this conclusion”

S.B. Giddings and M. Mangano, http://arXiv.org/pdf/0806.3381 
LSAG, http://arXiv.org/pdf/0806.3414
Scientific Policy Committee Review, 
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=20&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=35065
CERN public web page, http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/Safety-en.html 



General Background

• Great projects attract great attention
– LHC no exception: ‘no such thing as bad publicity’?

• Concern expressed perennially before start-ups of new
accelerators
– Lawsuit to stop RHIC (1999)
– Review by Busza, Jaffe, Sandweiss & Wilczek (RMP)
– LHC Safety Study Group(*) report (2003)

(*) J. Blaizot, J. Iliopoulos, J. Madsen, G. Ross, P. Sonderegger, H. Specht

• LSAG set up by CERN Management (2007)
– Many private & media enquiries

• Lawsuit in Hawaii to stop LHC (2008)



Previous Reports

1999

2003



Actions by CERN

• Mandate to LSAG:
– Review, update and (where necessary)

complement previous studies
– Express conclusions in accessible terms
– Respond to emailed questions (lsag@cern.ch)

• Public web page addressing (some) issues
• Respond to media enquiries
• Address issues on Open Day





Actions by LSAG

• Review previous studies
– Cosmic-ray fluxes, mini black holes, strangelets, false

vacua, magnetic monopoles
• More studies for mini black holes

– LHC collisions in centre of mass
– What if mini black hole stable?

• Detailed study by S. Giddings & M. Mangano → PRD

• Update to strangelets on basis of RHIC data
• Review studies in accessible terms

– Report presented to SPC in May
– Published after Council meeting in June



Scientific Assessment

• There is no conceivable cause for concern
• Cosmic rays have been doing LHC experiments

repeatedly for billions of years
– Most people reassured by this
– Scientists have no concerns

• ‘Semi-scientists’ need further arguments
• LHC collisions in centre of mass

– What if mini black holes stable, neutral?
– What if strangelets negatively charged?



Cosmic-Ray Fluxes

• LHC @ 14 TeV = cosmic rays @ 1017 eV
• Cosmic rays seen to 1020 eV
• Protons and/or Iron?
• ~ 3.1022 cosmic rays above

1017 eV have struck Earth
• Equivalent to 105 LHCs
• Area of Sun 104 larger
• 1011 stars in Galaxy, 1011 galaxies in Universe
• Nature has performed 1031 LHC programmes
• Nature carries out 3.1013 LHC programmes per second



Cosmic-Ray Composition
• Rates reduced by 1/A if all heavy nuclei

– Auger → not all Fe

• Even if all Fe at source, ≥ 10% protons on arrival



False Vacua, Magnetic Monopoles

• Bubble of false vacuum would destroy Universe
• Cosmic-ray collisions would

make bubbles of false vacuum
• Cosmic rays ⇒ no risk
• In grand unified theories, magnetic monopoles

could catalyze proton decay, destroy nuclei
– Magnetic monopoles produced by cosmic rays

would stop in Earth
• If produced, cannot ‘eat’ matter: no risk

More discussion needed for BHs, strangelets

More later



Microscopic Black Holes

• Predicted by some scenarios with extra
dimensions

• Such scenarios also predict they are short-lived,
with lifetimes ~ 1/TeV ~ 10-27 seconds

• Could stable microscopic black holes exist?
• By time reversal, production ⇒ decay

– Specifically via Hawking radiation (quantum effect
in curved space)

– but more general (time reversal of production)
• Stability would require maximal CPT violation



Nevertheless, what if BHs stable?

• Mini-BHs produced by cosmic rays would be stopped in
Earth if charged
– What if neutral?

• Accretion rate negligible if 7 or more dimensions
– What if 5 or 6 dimensions?

• Mini-BHs would be captured by neutron stars and white
dwarf stars
– These would accrete matter and destroy them

• Persistence of NSs and WDs excludes even ‘dangerous’
neutral mini-BHs in 5 or 6 dimensions

S. Giddings & M. Mangano

Main present concern: fully addressed



Steps in BH Argument

• Most are expected to be charged (qq, qg
collisions), in which case they stop inside Earth

• Problem only if ALL neutral, or if charge
‘bleached’ (Schwinger mechanism: e+e- pair
creation at surface?) and eat atoms

• Accretion rate rc accretion radius
• Use large rate for Earth (danger), small for NS

(conservative)



Accretion Calculations
• Use standard Bondi approach to accretion
• Distinguish different regimes:

– Nuclear: rc < fm
– Subatomic: fm < rc < Å
– Atomic: rc > Å

• Accretion in Earth: long time for D ≥ 7

Extension to lower D: consider white dwarfs and neutron stars

S. Giddings & M. Mangano



Rates for CR Collisions on WD, NS

• E limited by synchrotron
radiation in large
magnetic field

• Only CRs in small solid
angle retain energy

• Binary companions
act as ‘beam dumps’

• Produce neutral BHs
that hit NS

S. Giddings & M. Mangano



Stopping & Accretion of White Dwarfs
• Stopping power of white dwarfs

– Conservative estimate using accretion only
– Stopping guaranteed for M < 14 TeV

• Accretion: Eddington limit not important

S. Giddings & M. Mangano



Bottom Line on Accretion

• For D = 4:

• Neutron stars are accreted for all D in < Myr
• White dwarfs are accreted for D < 8 in < few ×

10 Myr
• Some neutron stars and white dwarfs known to

be older

S. Giddings & M. Mangano



Summary on Microscopic Black Holes

• Existence very speculative
– particular extra D scenarios

• IF they exist, surely unstable
– Hawking, decay related to production

• EVEN IF stable, accretion rate negligible if high D
• EVEN IF low D, some of those produced by cosmic

rays would be charged
– would have stopped in Earth: not been ‘eaten’

• EVEN IF all neutral, some would have been
produced on white dwarfs and neutron stars
– would have stopped: not been ‘eaten’



Black Hole Decay Spectrum

Cambridge: al et Webber

Deviations from
black-body

could probe string theory



• Hypothetical matter containing ~ equal fractions of u,
d and s quarks
– Existence very speculative

• Could accrete nuclei
• Expected to have positive charge (ms > mu,d)

⇒ repelled by nuclei ⇒ no accretion

• But -ve charge not excluded by theory
• CR on Earth mainly make fast-movers: break up?
• Slow-movers produced by CR-CR collisions

-ve strangelet problematic if only metastable

Main concern in previous lawsuit @ RHIC

Main subject of 2003 LHC Safety Study Group

Strangelets



Strange Particle Production @ RHIC
• Perfect agreement with simple statistical thermodynamic

model:
– T ~ 163 MeV
– µB ~ 29 MeV
– T ~ lower energies
– B chemical potential µB ↓
– Strangeness saturated: γs ~ 1

• No strangelets ever seen
– Fewer at lower µB

• Expect similar T, lower µB at LHC
• Model can be verified with first ~ 1000 events

Even if strangelets exist:

Not expected to be produced at LHC, can check

 



Energy Dependences of T and µB

As energy increases:
- Temperature T saturates at ~ 160 MeV
- Baryon chemical potential µB decreases

Strangelet production rate would decrease



LSAG Conclusions

• “Having reviewed the theoretical and
experimental developments since the
previous safety report was published, we
confirm its findings. There is no basis for
any concerns about the consequences of new
particles or forms of matter that could
possibly be produced by the LHC”

S.B. Giddings and M. Mangano, http://arXiv.org/pdf/0806.3381 
LSAG, http://arXiv.org/pdf/0806.3414
Scientific Policy Committee Review, 
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=20&resId=0&materialId=0&confId=35065
CERN public web page, http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/LHC/Safety-en.html 



Scientific Policy Committee Report

• Panel reviewed LSAG documents in detail
– P. Braun-Munzinger, M. Cavalli-Sforza, G. ‘t Hooft, B.

Webber, F. Zwirner

• Endorsed by full SPC:
“To summarize, we fully endorse the

conclusions of the LSAG report: there is no
basis for any concerns about the consequences
of new particles or forms of matter that could
possibly be produced at the LHC.”



Humanity is safe from the LHC …

… but is the LHC safe from
humanity?



Not the End of the Story … I

Look at the
blogosphere …



Caught in our own Web!



You may smile …
… but read some of the postings

Good!!! At long last "certain" scientist can
"prove" (pre-aranged of course) there own
little pet "theories". And keep their Jobs!
While the rest of the World goes to hell. Be
carefull: Yuo might have "guest's. With Guns.
ﾊHurry up Booyzzz.
Dr. Xxxxx Xxxxxxx (Sent Saturday, June 21,
2008 11:46 PM)



    LSAG
provides
the tools to
get
involved
yourselves

Some
Signs

of
Sanity?



… and from
the other

Superpower

Be prepared to get involved,
wherever you are



Not the End of the Story … II

• Lawsuit in Hawaii
– Preliminary arguments and counterarguments filed
– Next hearing Sept. 2nd
– CERN has not been informed officially
– Complainants are citing CERN for default

• Lawsuit in Switzerland
– Filed in June
– dismissed because of lack of jurisdiction

• Lawsuit against BMBF in Germany



Not the End of the Story … III

Refuted by Hermann Nicolai
(Director, Albert-Einstein-Institut, Berlin)
- Abraham’s theory was disproved in 1915
- Fundamental error in interpretation of Schwarzschild metric



Nevertheless …

President of Switzerland agrees to meet Rössler
Why?



The LHC plays into deep popular
fears of science and technology …

… the long-term political
consequences are unpredictable and

require sensitive treatment

Should we recalibrate our rhetoric?
“Recreating the Big Bang”

“Biggest science experiment”



Not the End of the Story … IV
• ‘Science is too dangerous to be left to the

scientists’

• Argues for an ‘economic’ analysis: states that
potential benefits « <cost> of danger



Not only in the United States
• Also in Germany: programme on 3sat TV

• ‘CERN is a state unto itself, not subject to law’



Thus Spake Paul Feyerabend

“… societies, especially democratic societies,
must be protected from science.”
“In a democracy scientific institutions,
research programmes, and suggestions must
therefore be subjected to public control, there
must be a separation of state and science, just
as there is between state and [religion], and
science should be taught as one view among
many.”

1987 Preface to “Against Method”



The LHC will not destroy Earth …

… but will it foretell the fate of the
Universe?

Abel, JE, Jaeckel and Khoze



The Present Electroweak Vacuum
may well be Unstable

• Within the Standard Model:
– If Higgs boson is light

• Stabilize vacuum with physics beyond the SM?
– Supersymmetry a natural choice

• But vacuum unstable in favoured models of
supersymmetry breaking
– May also be unstable in supergravity/string

• The LHC will provide insight:
– Measure Higgs and/or sparticle masses



The Possible fate of the Vacuum

Our vacuum may decay after billions of years
LHC cannot trigger vacuum decay

But it may give us advance warning
Abel, JE, Jaeckel and Khoze



• Renormalization by top-quark Yukawa
coupling λt may drive Higgs self-coupling λ < 0
at some effective scale Λ

• Occurs at lower scale Λ if mh smaller, or if mt
larger

• Absolute stability bound:

• Present value mt = 172.5 ± 1.2 GeV

Vacuum Instability with Light
Higgs in Standard Model

Espinosa, Giudice & Riotto



Vacuum Instability with Light
Higgs in Standard Model

SM breaks down at ~ 107 GeV if mh = 115 GeV
Espinosa, Giudice & Riotto



How to Stabilize a Light Higgs Boson?

• Top quark destabilizes potential: introduce
introduce stop-like scalar:

• Can delay collapse of potential:
• But new coupling must be

fine-tuned to avoid blow-up:
• Stabilize with new fermions:

– just like Higgsinos
• Very like Supersymmetry!

JE & D. Ross



Is our Vacuum Unstable?

Many supersymmetric scenarios
also have unstable vacua

Abel, JE, Jaeckel and Khoze



JE, Giedt, Lebedev, Olive & Srednicki

Vacuum Instability in the CMSSM

Region allowed if fields initially at/near origin, non-
renormalizable 1/MX

n terms in potential, gravitino LSP



But, in the Immortal Words of an
Anonymous Referee …

“It is certainly not one of the key initial
issues the LHC will explore, or that

physicists more broadly will care about”



The Best Answer …

… get the LHC working



Bunch Intensities during Sector Test


